Abstract. The thermal expansivities (a) of MgO and highpressure phases of CaO, CaMgSi2Ot, and Fe at ultrahigh pressure are obtained by comparing existing shock compression and temperature measurements to 300 K compression curves constructed from ultrasonic elasticity and static compression data.
Introduction
The coefficient of thermal expansion under conditions of the Earth' s deep interior is important for determining the composition, dynamic behavior, and thermodynamic properties of the Earth. Theoretical and semi-empirical expressions for the pressure dependence of oe date back 26 years [Anderson, 1967; Birch, 1968] where the subscript o represents ambient-pressure conditions. q is often assumed to be a constant equal to 1. Shock data reduced to an isotherm in this manner are used, for example, in establishing a pressure scale for diamond cell experiments. Calculated Hugoniots obtained from a 300 K adiabat constructed from ultrasonic data corrected to constant entropy conditions and for q equal to 0, 1, and 2 are shown in Figure 1 . The Hugoniot pressure-volume data are best fit by q = 0.3 _+ 0.7. A slightly different value of q will be determined below from consideration of thermal expansion data.
Comparison of shock data with static compression or ultrasonic data may be complicated by shock-induced heterogeneities, material strength, and differences in thermodynamic state [Grady, 1977] . The single-crystal Hugoniot for MgO is coincident with the ultrasonic isotherm at low pressure, consistent with a significant loss of strength under dynamic compression, as determined independently from wave profile measurements [Grady, 1977] . At higher pressure, the Hugoniot and static isotherm diverge because of temperature differences. Thermal heterogeneities are expected to diminish when the pressure becomes larger than a few times a material' s elastic limit [Grady, 1977] 
Results
Average high-pressure thermal expansion coefficients were determined from densities along the shock and room temperature compression curves at a given pressure using: 
Thermal Expansion Models
Because of the extensive stability of MgO, high-pressure expansivity data for this material can be used with low-pressure thermodynamic data to test models for the pressure dependence of or. We begin with the following identity: (aa) __l(aKr) . Birch [1968] proposed that ocK r --const, based on the observation from shock data that p7/Cv = const. A more general form of this obtainable from (1) The oc data for e-Fe also have implications for the Earth's core. If the average temperature of the inner core is 6750 (+ 1000) K as inferred from shock and static Fe melting data [Williams et al., 1987] , then oc and p of e-Fe at inner core conditions, using (2), (6), and the data of Mao et al. [1990] , are 6 x 10 -6 K -1 and 13.45 +0.21 g/cm 3, compared with the average inner core density from normal mode data of 12.85 + 0.15 g/cm 3 [Shearer and Masters, 1990 ]. This calculation ignores the small temperature-dependence of oc at high pressure and assumes that q = 1 is appropriate for e-Fe [Mao et al., 1990 ]. This result shows that the inner core is less dense than pure iron, in agreement with previous analyses [Jephcoat and Olson, 1987] , and the density deficit of the inner core is 5 + 2%. These conclusions are dependent on the inferred inner core temperature and significantly lower temperatures (4200 K) have been proposed based on other Fe melting data [Boehler, 1992] .
The thermal expansivities of 3 minerals and 1 metal have been constrained at P > 140 GPa from shock and room temperature compression curves and measured Hugoniot temperatures.
It has been shown that expansivity values for MgO are consistent with several new and existing models for the pressure dependence of oc. The widely used relation, oc = OCo(Po/p) •rø , where 6ro is constant at its ambient-pressure value, underpredicts oc at high pressure. Instead, we find that oc is best given by: This model yields 2000 K expansivities for MgO that vary from 28-32 x 10 -6 K-• at pressure corresponding to the top of the lower mantle and 10-16 x 10-6 K4 at the pressure of the coremantle boundary. Results for CalVlgSi206 suggest that oc in perovskite-structured materials could be equal to or greater than MgO values.
Data for e-Fe extrapolated to inner core conditions indicate that e-Fe is 5 + 2 % denser than the inner core, implying the inner core is not pure iron. manuscript. This research was supported by the NSF. Division of Geological and Planetary Sciences, Califomia Institute of Technology contribution 5165.
